The COB Research Enhancement Program supports faculty in their efforts to produce intellectual contributions of high quality and meaningful impact. Incentives are provided for the faculty in the form of reduction in teaching load, travel support, student assistants, computer equipment, software, and databases. The Research Enhancement Program also provides compensated reassigned time for summer research activities.

The awards require submission of an application for Summer Research Enhancement Awards and are based upon publications in the previous calendar year. Publications that may be considered in the determination of awards payable to a faculty member are as follows:

1. Any publication or official acceptance letter dated January 1, – December 31 of the prior calendar year;
2. Publications must be in journals included in the College of Business Journal list.
3. Publications must be credited to Texas A&M University Corpus Christi
4. Faculty exceeding the maximum award amount in a given year may defer publication to count towards the subsequent year.

The award amounts are contingent on funds availability.

The deadline for applications are February 15 of each calendar year.